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Information Sheet

THE VALUE OF TOY
LIBRARIES

What? Toy libraries are an exciting and flexible
resource for children and families offering toy and
equipment loan, play opportunities and family
support. There are many different types of toy
libraries and they can be located in a wide variety of
settings and organisations. Some toy libraries may
offer their services to the wider local community;
others provide services to specific client groups e.g.
pupils, teenage parents and childminders.
Why? There can be many reasons for parents and carers
of young children, particularly those with children who
have additional support needs or are from an ethnic
minority background, to feel excluded in their local
communities. Sometimes families experience isolation
due to rural location or deprivation. Toy libraries have
been proven to play a key role in helping families, by
providing a place to meet and socialise, a neutral and
accessible space, and a cost effective way to access play
resources and ideas for children.

Toy Libraries lend good quality toys to encourage play,
promote the benefits of play and the important role of
parents, carers and families in engaging in play with their
children regularly.
The old myth of toy libraries being simply somewhere to
borrow toys has faded into history. The vast majority of
projects in Scotland run play sessions for children, many
bringing in specialists from other childcare organisations
to provide the necessary expertise and employing
qualified play workers. Parent led groups support
community development and cohesion by bringing people
together for a common cause, taking the lead in general
community activity organising. Toy Libraries are adept at
growing and adapting to the needs of communities and
provide a valuable, cost effective service that contributes
to the Scottish Government’s pledge to make Scotland the
best place to grow up.

Many toy libraries in Scotland, users are encouraged to
stay and play and to ‘get involved’ with the project
offering the opportunity to build confidence in children
and also in parents. Activity days celebrating different
cultures or dealing with key topics are increasing features
in toy libraries, using the services of specialist play
workers to facilitate the sessions. Most projects carry
information on other local services and hold leaflets key
local agencies for parent and family support.
How? The toys are carefully chosen for their durability,
safety, educational and fun value. Toys can be borrowed
which are often too expensive for individuals to buy,
including large outdoor equipment, and specially
designed items for children with a learning or physical
disability.
Play is the mechanism where children find out about their
world and learn how to interact with others, which is vital
for overall development and wellbeing. Through play,
children develop social skills, confidence and resilience. It
is a child’s right to play – this is set out clearly in Article 31
of the United Nation’s Convention on the Rights of the
Child.
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Logic Model for Toy Libraries
We have developed a logic model for toy libraries. This is
a useful tool which demonstrates the link between the
activities of a toy library and the outcomes for children
and families. Using this as a basis, toy libraries can adapt
this for their own project following the ‘logical’ steps to
demonstrate their impact.
Smart Play Network can support your group to be smarter
at evaluation and telling your story for existing and
potential funders. We run our Get Evaluating Training
and can offer a bespoke course in your area if required.

Smart Play Network Members Support
Member you have access to telephone and email
support. For more information about the topics
covered in this guidance sheet, or any other queries
you may have about your project, please contact us
using: 0131 554 2620 or admin@smartplaynetwork.org

Further Reading
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